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Abstract 
In the state of Acre, Brazil, there is ongoing land use change, where inhabitants of this 

part of the Amazonian rainforest practice shifting agriculture. Practicing this type of 

agriculture is, according to the SKY Rainforest Rescue organization, damaging to forest 

ecosystems. This organization aims to educate people in how to maintain sustainable 

agriculture. By monitoring this shift in agricultural practices with the use of remotely 

sensed data, the organization can follow the development. In this thesis, an image with 

high spatial resolution, from the SPOT-5 satellite, is used to evaluate which classification 

method is most appropriate for monitoring land use change in this specific area. Three 

methods are tested; two pixels based and one object based. The pixel based methods are 

the Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel and the 

Maximum Likelihood Classifier (MLC), and the object based method is segmented with 

Multi Resolution Segmentation (MRS) and classified with the k-Nearest Neighbor 

(kNN).  The parameters gamma and penalty parameter C in the SVM with an RBF kernel 

were estimated by a k-fold cross validation and grid search method; and for the MLC, an 

assumption that each class had an equal probability distribution was made. For the object 

based approach the first step was segmentation; for the MRS there are three parameters: 

scale, shape and compactness. The scale parameter was set by using an algorithm that 

was based on comparing local variance; shape and compactness were defined based on 

previous studies and visual evaluation of the segments. All three methods will produce 

two classified maps each; one where the feature space consists of the three original 

wavebands (green, red and NIR) and one where the feature space is of six dimensions 

that include the original three wavebands and three texture derivations, one from each 

original band. The texture is derived from the co-occurrence GLCM method, which can 

be used to calculate 14 different texture measures. The three most suitable texture 

derivations were the contrast texture measure from the green and NIR band, and an 

entropy texture, derived from the red band. When combining these three texture 

derivations with the original bands, the classes were further separated. The original image 

was also lowered in resolution, from 2.5m to 25m in pixel size. However, this did not 

generate neither higher nor similar overall accuracy compared to any of the high spatial 

resolution classified images. The moderate spatial resolution classifications were only 

computed with the MLC and SVM due to the inefficiency of an object based image 

analysis method when used with moderate spatial resolution. Of these six classifications, 

only two exceeded the 85% threshold of an acceptable overall accuracy. These were the 

SVM (86.8%) and kNN (86.2%), which included the texture analysis. None of those 

classifications with only the three original bands exceeded this threshold. In conclusion, 

the object based method is the most suitable approach for this dataset because: 1) the 

parameter optimization is less subjective, 2) computational time is relatively lower, 3) the 

classes in the image are more cohesive and 4) there is less need for post-classification 

filtering.  
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1. Introduction 

The earth’s surface is constantly changing as a result of direct anthropogenic actions, e.g. 

land use changes or indirect impacts by a changing climate. But natural processes, such 

as weathering and tectonic movements also affect the land surface. In comparison to 

anthropogenic driven changes, however, these processes are usually slower. By gathering 

information from a distance, i.e. remote sensing, changes can be monitored and mapped 

(Lillesand et al. 2008). 

In the rainforests of the Amazonas, Brazil, there is ongoing land cover change, mainly 

through deforestation. The forest is cleared for, amongst other reasons, unsustainable 

agriculture such as shifting cultivation. This method of cultivating is, according to the 

Sky Rainforest Rescue, harmful to the ecosystems and is in need of observation to 

prevent further expansion (SKY Rainforest Rescue, 2015). Land cover changes can be 

monitored by remotely sensed images, which can detect clear cuts and other changes in 

the landscape. 

Common ways to retrieve remotely sensed images are aerial photography with generally 

high spatial resolution, and sensors on satellites with generally lower spatial resolution. 

However, with new technology, satellite remote sensing has become more advanced with 

higher spatial, temporal and spectral resolutions, i.e. high resolution (HR) images 

(Lillesand et al. 2008). 

Since the 1960s, remotely sensed data has been useful for mapping and detecting 

changes, both on global and local scales. Factors such as the spatial, spectral and 

temporal resolution of imagery are usually crucial when mapping, e.g. the higher the 

spatial resolution is, the more objects can be detected and thus, smaller changes can be 

visualized. The spectral resolution determines the number of bands and the width of each, 

while temporal resolution defines how often the satellite revisits the same location on 

earth (Liang, Li and Wang 2012). However, this shift in technology generates a problem 

of how to handle these highly detailed images (Cartwright et al. 2008). 

A common usage of remotely sensed images is for producing thematic maps of land 

cover and land cover changes. These types of maps are produced by using spatially 

referenced training areas, that represent various land cover types i.e. class signatures such 

as forest, water or urban, to recognize a pattern in an image. In the process of recognition, 

an algorithm assigns each pixel in the image to one of the spatially referenced land cover 

types depending on various constraints (Tso and Mather 2009). 
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However, the shift in technology, with satellite images having higher spatial resolution, 

may lead to necessary changes when processing high spatial resolution remotely sensed 

data. The SPOT-5 sensor can now offer a 2.5m spatial resolution, and classifiers that rely 

on some common assumptions of parametric statistics, such as a normal distribution of 

reflectance, may not be sufficient. 

There are different kinds of classification algorithms; some rely on the assumption that 

the class signatures would be normally distributed, such as the widely used maximum 

likelihood classifier (MLC), that assigns each pixel to a class depending on the 

probability of it belonging to that class (Tso and Mather 2009). However, this assumption 

of a normal distribution can be limiting and may not give a satisfying result in some cases 

(Huang, Davis and Townshend 2002). Also, there are classifiers that are based on a non-

parametric approach, i.e. no assumption of any probability distribution, such as the 

support vector machine (SVM) classifier, which strives to find the optimal separating 

boundaries between pixels and classes (Tso and Mather 2009). 

Many studies have shown that SVM performs better than the commonly used MLC 

(Huang et al. 2002). However, pixel based methods, such as MLC and SVM, have started 

to be questioned, and in particular the MLC method (Rittl et al. 2013, Oommen et al. 

2008). The disadvantages of MLC are the strong assumption of a normal distribution in 

all wavebands, and that it needs a relatively high number of training samples for each 

class (Oommen et al. 2008). 

The high resolution data results in images with pixels being considerably smaller in size 

than the average size of distinguishable objects. A considerable proportion of the 

reflected energy can actually be representing a pixel's neighbor. This is the mixed pixel 

problem and is an issue at all pixel sizes. According to Blaschke and Stroble (2001), 

merging pixels into segments could reduce this problem. Therefore, another method to 

classify HR images is to aggregate the pixels into segments that represent meaningful 

objects (Lang 2008). The size of the generated segments is of high importance, and can 

be determined by calculating the mean of the local variance between objects and their 

neighbors (Dragut, Tiede and Levick 2010). This relatively new method of classification 

is named object based image analysis (OBIA), and has proven to be superior to pixel 

based methods in some studies (Rahman & Saha 2007). 

The area of interest is located in the state of Acre (See Appendix 8.3), northwestern 

Brazil, which is covered by rainforest with a meandering river system and is a location 

where humans are practicing shifting agriculture, which is in need of monitoring. To 

produce a valid map of the changes in land use, an appropriate classification method has 

to be defined; this method is usually dependent on the image properties such as spatial 

and spectral resolution. 
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The aim of this thesis is to both visually and statistically evaluate three different 

classifiers, two pixel based (MLC and SVM) and one object based k-Nearest Neighbor 

(OB-kNN), and their appropriateness for analyzing high spatial resolution data in the area 

of interest. The commonly used maximum likelihood is said to perform poorly in many 

studies, in comparison to the SVM and Ob-kNN (Huang et al. 2002, Oommen et al. 

2008).  According to Ouma et al. (2007) & Johansen et al. (2007); including texture 

layers should increase classification accuracy and therefore such an approach will be 

included. The data used will be SPOT 2.5 m images, which are considered to be of high 

spatial resolution. Also, the need for such high resolution images will be discussed. The 

image will be classified into four classes: Forest, Open Field, Scrubland and Water. 

2. Background 

2.1 Radiation 
All objects that have a temperature above absolute zero, 0 Kelvin (-273

o
C), radiate 

electromagnetic energy and depending on the object temperature the radiation differs 

(Lillesand et al. 2008). The electromagnetic spectrum ranges from low to high energy 

wavelengths, where radio and microwaves being low energy radiation, and gamma rays 

and cosmic rays having high energy, see Figure 1.  

When electromagnetic radiation passes through the atmosphere and reaching the surface, 

a photon can be absorbed, transmitted or reflected. Though, this is dependent on the 

characteristics of the particles and objects in its path, and the amount of energy in the 

photon itself. On the path from earth to sensor, reflected photons may be altered in 

intensity and direction due to absorption and scattering. This effects the whole spectrum, 

though some regions are more affected than other.  

Figure 1. A portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Image is derived from Lillesand, Kiefer and Chipman 

(2008).  
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The absorption of energy is occurring at various wavelengths and in different levels of 

the atmosphere where, for example, wavelengths between 15 and 10
3
 µm are totally 

absorbed in the atmosphere and cannot be used for remotely sensing surface properties; 

however, those regions that have low energy absorption are called atmosphere windows, 

which are suitable for remote sensing (Lillesand et al. 2008). 

The wavelengths can be divided into wavebands where each waveband represents a 

discrete set of continuous wavelengths, such as the visible band from 0.4 to 0.7µm and 

infrared (IR) band from 0.7 to 10µm. The visible band can be further subdivided into the 

blue, green and red bands; and the infrared can be divided into the near-IR, mid-IR and 

thermal-IR bands (Lillesand et al. 2008). 

Visible light ranges from the colors blue to red; blue at wavelengths between 0.4 and 

0.5µm, green 0.5 and 0.6µm, and red between 0.6 and 0.7µm. Depending on object 

characteristics, e.g. pigment and surface roughness, different parts of the visible spectrum 

is absorbed, transmitted or reflected. For example, a green leaf absorbs both blue and red 

wavelengths but reflect the green, the reflected radiation represents the color detected by 

the human eye. 

Depending on surface roughness, radiation behaves differently. There are in theory two 

surfaces that represent one perfectly smooth surface and one perfectly rough. A perfectly 

smooth surface will reflect radiation in the same angle as the incident angle; a perfectly 

rough surface will reflect radiation in all directions. However, roughness of objects 

usually lies somewhere between these two extremes (Tso and Mather 2009).  

The non-visible spectrum of near-infrared (NIR), from 0.7 to 1.4µm, makes vegetation 

easy to distinguish, due to almost 50% of the wavelets get reflected by the leaves. It can 

also be possible to separate vegetation types from each other, since the reflectance in IR 

spectrum also is dependent on the inner structure of the leaves and how thick the layer of 

leaves is (Lillesand et al. 2008).  
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2.2 Satellite remote sensing 
Remote sensing satellites are used, among other wavelength intervals, in the optical 

spectrum, from 0.3 to 14 micrometers; which includes ultraviolet (UV), visible, near-, 

mid- and thermal-IR wavelengths. There are a significant number of satellites in space; 

however, not all of their imagery is suitable for image classification. Optical remote 

sensing systems such as Landsat, SPOT and NOAA AVHRR, have been widely used 

during the three previous decades for earth observation. These sensors are multispectral, 

which denotes that reflected radiation is registered in a small number of broad 

wavebands; in contrast, hyperspectral sensors collect reflected radiation in a large number 

of narrow wavebands e.g. AVIRIS (Tso and Mather 2009). 

A sensor receives the reflected energy as photons, and collects the signal in the form of a 

digital number in each waveband. The digital numbers are stored in a raster format where 

each element is a pixel in a two-dimensional matrix. Depending on the storage space of 

each pixel, the digital number can range within an interval of varying size, from e.g. 0 to 

255, which would be 8-bit precision, or 0 to 1023, 10-bit precision.  Both Landsat TM 

and SPOT HRV have 8-bit precision, but satellites such as NOAA AVHRR, use 10-bits 

to store more detailed data. The digital numbers in the pixels are a label or a quantized 

count, rather than a physical value; where, for some applications the number has to be 

converted into a physical value (Tso and Mather 2009). 

A multispectral image has four descriptive resolutions; spatial, spectral, radiometric and 

temporal resolution.  Spatial resolution i.e. pixel size, describes the reflected radiance 

from a specific area. This area represents a location on the ground that has a particular 

spectral value; it defines what can be seen in the image. Depending on the number of bits 

representing a pixel, the radiometric resolution differs, it can be described as the number 

of tones an image can have. Radiometric resolution determines ability to distinguish 

features from each other in one waveband. Spectral resolution represents the energy 

interval in the electromagnetic spectrum that a waveband is collected in. It defines the 

width of the waveband; hyperspectral images have spectrally narrow bands, compared to 

multispectral that collects wider bands.  

The temporal resolution describes how often the satellite revisits for image data 

collection at the same location; this depends on type of orbit and sensor characteristics. 

Temporal resolution often varies with spatial resolution; high spatial resolution usually is 

associated with low temporal resolution and vice versa. An exception, though, is in the 

case of geostationary satellites (Shekhar, Shekhar and Xiong 2008)  

Most earth observation satellites orbit the earth in an elliptical orbit in an altitude of at 

least 400 km; the time to complete one orbit depends on this altitude. Satellites usually 

have different orbiting routes, which are often dependent on the inclination angle relative 
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to the equator. If the angle is near 90
o
, the satellite would be defined as polar-orbiting. 

There is also a type of orbit called sun-synchronous; such a satellite moves westward at a 

certain angle and always collecting images in daylight. A geostationary satellite has the 

same orbital period as the earth and thus, it produces images of the same spot at all times. 

A geostationary satellite orbits at a much higher altitude, approximately 36000km; this 

compensate for the earth’s rotation (Tso and Mather 2009). An example of the 

geostationary satellite is the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite, GOES, 

which have five bands including water vapor. It is mostly used for meteorological 

measures; and has a rather coarse spatial resolution of 1km.  

The U.S. operated Landsat (Landsat handbook, 2015) and the French SPOT (SPOT, 

2015) satellites are some of the oldest programs in remote sensing; which are considered 

to be very robust monitoring systems; many new systems make use of their principles. 

The first Landsat was launched in 1972 by NASA and the program has the longest record 

of earth observation data (Landsat handbook, 2015). The latest Landsat was launched in 

1999, the Landsat 7 ETM+ sensor, which has seven bands ranging from visible to 

thermal-IR with a 30m spatial resolution and a 15m panchromatic band (black and white 

image). The swath width is 185km and is able to create full views of the earth 

approximately four times each year (Lillesand et al. 2008).  

The French satellite program SPOT was first launched their first satellite in 1986; and in 

2002, they launched their latest, SPOT-5, which includes three sensors, one for imaging 

vegetation, HRS (High Resolution Stereoscopic) and HRG (High Resolution Geometric). 

The HRG sensor has three bands with 10m spatial resolution, ranging from green to near-

IR with an additional panchromatic band with 2.5m resolution. The swath width is 60-80 

km and it is a polar orbiting sun-synchronous satellite.  

The images can be used in various fields, such as oceanography, meteorology and 

terrestrial studies. The image data can be applied in environmental modeling, monitoring 

and land cover mapping. Though, in pattern recognition and land cover mapping for one 

certain occasion, the digital numbers does not need any conversion due to the interest of 

inter-pixel relations (Tso and Mather 2009).  

In this study, Systeme Pour l’Observation de la Terre, SPOT, is used, which is an earth 

observation satellite program started by the French government in 1978, but shortly both 

Sweden and Belgium joined the program. The satellite is designed, and created, by the 

French Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales, CNES; which has now progressed into a 

large-scale international program with ground receiving stations in several countries. The 

SPOT-5 satellite includes high resolution geometric (HRG) instruments (Lillesand et al. 

2008). 
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2.3 Image classification 
Multispectral images have a number of wavebands that contains pixels with values 

representing the reflectance of features in the landscape. Due to features having varying 

reflectance behavior, the potential of identifying features for image classification 

increases. The wavebands together create a feature space with the same dimensionality as 

the number of bands. For example, the reflectance characteristics of vegetation, bare soil 

and water differ over the electromagnetic spectrum; water absorbs almost all radiation 

above 0.8 µm, bare soil a rather steady increase with longer wavelengths, and the 

vegetation curve varies over the wavelengths with a relatively high reflectance in the IR 

bands (Tso and Mather 2009). 

There are two main approaches to classify an image; either by a supervised or 

unsupervised classification. Unsupervised classification uses a clustering algorithm, 

which aggregates pixels close to each other in the feature space into classes. These 

classes are spectral classes that are based on the clustering of the spectral values.  The 

spectral classes can now be assigned to informational classes. In contrast, supervised 

classification begins with defining informational classes. By collecting training samples 

representing the classes, one can form a numerical description of the spectral attributes 

for each informational class, derived from the feature space. With these descriptions, 

each pixel can be assigned to the class to which it is spectrally closest (Lillesand et al. 

2008). The accuracy of unsupervised classifications is usually lower than for supervised 

(Tso and Mather 2009). 

In supervised image classification, an algorithm separates pixels from each other 

depending on training samples that represents a location on the ground. Training samples 

are usually collected in field, derived from aerial photography or other sources with high 

spatial resolution, and work as an interpretation key that defines the spectral attributes for 

each class. These samples represent the real world, and are used to train the algorithm to 

separate pixels in the feature space (Lillesand et al. 2008).  

The feature space used in the classification can be expanded beyond the original 

wavebands; information such as elevation or texture can enhance separation of pixels. It 

is not possible to derive elevation from spectral bands, but texture can be generated. A 

texture analysis can enhance the separation in feature space between e.g. vegetation types 

and between urban and vegetation classes. However, when the dimensionality of the 

feature space increase, more training samples are needed. For example, this is the case for 

hyperspectral images, where the number of training samples has to be very high. This 

could lead to difficulties when estimating statistical parameters, such as, mean and 

covariance (Tso and Mather 2009). 
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An issue in image classification is the mixed-pixel problem; this means that the registered 

reflection in a pixel may be influenced by neighboring pixels. The influence from 

neighbors is often due to atmospheric effects, such as scattering, but can also be due to 

sensor properties.  

Early classification methods usually based on conventional statistical techniques, such as 

the maximum likelihood classifier; later in the mid-90s, new approaches with alternative 

strategies, such as the artificial neural network, decision tree and support vector machine, 

became available (Tso and Mather 2009). 

Recently, sensors started to acquire high resolution images.  A pixel in these high 

resolution images covers a much smaller area on the surface. This generates new 

possibilities and problems in classification. One pixel is no longer a generalization of 

features, but a part of one. In some cases this can be seen as an overload of information 

and new methods have to be used, such as object-based methods of classification 

(Cartwright et al. 2008). 

 

2.3.1 Support vector machine 

The Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a group of non-parametric machine learning 

algorithms used for e.g. pattern recognition, handwriting recognition etc. These 

algorithms first emerged in the 1970s, but did not receive great attention in remote 

sensing until the 1990s (Burges 1998). 

One of the appealing characteristics of the SVM is the risk of error minimization. This is 

unlike other classifiers, such as MLC, which deals with errors in an empirical way; that 

is, the errors are directly determined by the distribution of training samples.  The SVM 

classifier is instead minimizing the risk of misclassification by minimizing the probability 

of misclassifying a randomly chosen and before unseen point, from a fixed but unknown 

probability distribution (Tso and Mather 2009). In the simple case it is a linear binary 

classifier, meaning that only two classes are separated by one single separating line, see 

Figure 2, where the margin between the support vectors are maximized.  
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In the separable case, assuming only two classes, where the pair , with  (R is 

a d-dimensional space) and  being either values of 1 or -1. Then the optimal hyperplane 

would be:  

(1) 

 

where w is the normal to the hyperplane, x is a point lying on the hyperplane and b is the 

bias to the origin. Due to the binary case, one can create the constraint of:  

(2) 

 

The margin between the two support vectors is , which is to be maximized; and 

this leads to: 

(3) 

  

   

Figure 2.  The separable and non-separable case of SVM where a and c are the support vectors, b 

the optimal hyperplane and w the normal to the hyperplane. In the non-separable case there is 

also a slack variable ξ (Tso and Mather 2009). 
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and by introducing a primal Langrangian function on Equation 2, it will be easier to 

handle. See (Tso and Mather 2009) for further derivation. This will generate a hard 

margin formulation due to the fact that no training errors are allowed: 

(4) 

        

Where nsv denotes the number of support vectors and  is a positive Lagrangian 

multiplier.  

However, remotely sensed data can seldom be separated by just a linear boundary, 

equation 4, nor is usually, only two classes the case. For the non-separable case an 

additional slack variable ξ is used to represent this situation, where equation 2 becomes: 

(5) 

                

with the optimal hyperplane being: 

(6) 

             

where a penalty parameter C is incorporated to the equation; the hyperplane optimization 

consists of a combination of margin maximization and error minimization. Parameter C is 

user-defined, and is penalizing the distance between the wrongly classified point and its 

support vector.  This criterion of error minimization tries to avoid samples being 

classified on the wrong side of the hyperplane. 
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In the case of a non-linear boundary, one can project the data x  R
d
 into a higher 

dimensional feature space, i.e. a generalization of the Euclidian space called Hilbert 

space. This will increase separability by spreading the training samples further away from 

each other, which would make the fitting of a linear hyperplane easier, Figure 3. By 

projecting into the higher dimensional feature space H, via a nonlinear vector mapping 

function Ф: R
d
 →H and deriving Equation 4 further to: 

(7) 

 

In a high dimensional feature space, one can fit a linear hyper-plane that divides the 

classes. Though, there could be an endless number of hyperplanes, the algorithm always 

searches for the optimal one, which is the one that has the greatest margin; this is the 

distance, perpendicular to the support vector, which passes through the points closest to 

the plane for each class. The two support vectors and the hyperplane are parallel to each 

other. However, this scenario, where classes are totally separable, is not always the case. 

However, when data is projected into higher dimensions, the computational burden 

would increase significantly. This problem can, according to (Cortes and Vapnik 1995), 

Figure 3. A non-linear case projected into a higher dimension feature space to increase 

separability (Tso and Mather 2009). 
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be solved by applying a kernel function , which would also 

distribute points further apart, but with a lower cost. 

There are some different kernel functions, with a varying number of parameters that have 

to be set by the user. Some however, have more than two parameters, which can be very 

time consuming to estimate. The Radial Basis Function (RBF), Equation 8, has two user-

defined parameters, gamma and the penalty parameter C, and is supposed to perform well 

in classifying remotely sensed data (Oommen et al. 2008, Hsu, Chang and Lin 2003, 

Kavzoglu and Colkesen 2009).  

Radial Basis Function: 

  

    (8)  

 

When considering several classes, one can approach the problem in different ways. Either 

one can compare classes pairwise or one against all other classes. In the case of the latter 

one, the method is just like a binary classification. 

 

 

2.3.2 Maximum likelihood classification 

The maximum likelihood classifier, Equation 9, is one of the most used classifiers so far; 

it is a parametric classifier, which assumes that each class is normally distributed in all 

bands. Every pixel is assigned to a class, depending on a probability of belonging to a 

certain class. The algorithm is trained with the training samples, creating N number of 

classes and also N number of ellipsoid probability functions. Also, variance and 

covariance is evaluated.  Not all pixels will fall perfectly within these probability 

functions, but merely in the periphery. One can avoid pixels being weakly assigned to a 

class with a very low probability by adding a probability threshold value. Though, if the 

pixel cannot meet this threshold it would remain unclassified (Richards and Jia 2006).  

The equation for MLC is: 

 (9) 
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where D is the weighted distance, C the particular class, X vector of spectral signature for 

the test pixel, MC the mean vector of sample of class C (which is assumed equal 

probability), CovC the covariance matrix of training data belonging to class C, and T is a 

transposition function. The pixel will be assigned to that class, which has the greatest 

likelihood (D), C (Oommen et al. 2008). 

 

2.3.3 Object based classification 

Multi resolution segmentation 

Multiresolution segmentation (MRS) is a bottom up method, where segmentation starts 

with one pixel and, by loops, merges pixels into pairs and into larger objects. The looping 

ends when a threshold for the homogeneity within the objects is reached. Starting with 

one pixel, the algorithm tests if the neighboring pixels can be merged with the starting 

pixel, and by checking with the homogeneity criteria, the algorithm evaluates if the 

merge is satisfactory. If not satisfactory, the neighboring pixels will act as new seeds, 

creating new objects. The MRS algorithm focuses on minimizing the average internal 

heterogeneity of objects and maximizes the homogeneity, and is according to Rahman 

and Saha (2008), a very effective segmentation algorithm.   

The homogeneity criteria, where heterogeneity is minimized, is based on four sub-

criteria; color, shape, smoothness and compactness, where color usually is the most 

important. Smoothness concerns the borders of the object, and compactness optimizes the 

objects in regard to the overall shape criterion. For running the algorithm there are three 

parameters to be set; scale, shape and compactness.  

Scale is the parameter that determines the size of the objects, since it decides the 

maximum accepted heterogeneity within the objects. E.g. for a certain scale, if the data 

set would be more heterogeneous, the objects would be smaller in size in comparison to a 

more homogenous set of data. This parameter is a very important parameter in the 

segmentation process (Dragut et al. 2014, Dragut et al. 2010, Blaschke 2010). 

The shape parameter is closely related to the color criteria. Shape can be set between 0.1 

and 0.9, and the lower this parameter is the more influence the spectral information has in 

the segmentation process.  However, if the shape would be 1, the segmentation would be 

optimized for spatial homogeneity with no respect to spectral homogeneity. However, in 

images, the spectral properties are the primary source of information, thus, a value close 

to 0.9 could reduce the quality of segmentation. 

The shape parameter is actually defined by the third parameter, compactness, which is 

used for the event of objects having relatively close spectral values. The compactness is 
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defined as the ratio between the object perimeter and its total area. In this case objects 

can be differentiated from each other with this parameter (eCognition User Guide 2015). 

 

Scale parameter estimation 

Determining the scale parameter that is appropriate for an image can be rather difficult. 

With a, either too high or too low scale parameter, the segmentation can be quite useless 

as it will not represent any real objects. A method to estimate scale is to study the local 

variance (LV) of object heterogeneity in the image.  

The LV can be considered as spatial autocorrelation within objects in the image; if 

several pixels are needed to visualize an object, most pixels will be correlated with their 

neighbors and therefore the LV will be low. On the other hand, if spatial resolution is 

coarse, the LV will be high due to the higher spectral difference between pixels (Dragut 

et al. 2010).  

Dragut et al. (2010) developed a tool to implement this concept in eCognition, that is, for 

a user-defined scale interval and scale step size, segmenting the image through an 

interval. For each scale, the LV is calculated and exported to a text file. However, LV 

alone is not a sufficient indicator of scale, and is improved by adding a study of the 

change of LV over the range of scales, which enhance the detection of these breaks in the 

curve. Therefore, the rate of change (ROC) is calculated between each scale size step: 

  (10) 

Where L is LV at target level and L-1 is representing the LV at the previous lower scale 

level. By studying the breaks in the ROC curve, one can outline scales that would create 

objects with characteristics of relatively equal values of homogeneity.  

 

k-Nearest Neighbor classification 

The k-nearest neighbor (kNN) is a rather simple, non-parametric and instance-based 

machine learning algorithm. This classification method uses training samples and assigns 

each object to its closest training sample in the feature space.  

The objects created from segmentation, are classified by their neighbor’s majority vote, 

and the number of neighbors voting is based on the user defined k value. The k value is a 

positive integer and represents how many of the object’s closest neighbors, will 

contribute in the voting. Often it is a small number but it varies with different data sets.  
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Therefore, the most common class in the neighborhood, which is represented by the 

training samples, will be the class assigned to that object. 

In eCognition, the distance between a sample object and image object, d, is standardized 

by the standard deviation of all the features. The distance between sample object s and 

image object i, d: 

  (11) 

Where  is the standard deviation of feature values for f,  feature value of sample 

object for f,  feature value of image object for f. Based on the distance d (Equation 

11), the multidimensional and exponential membership function z(d) (Equation 12), can 

be calculated and where k determines the decrease of z(d): 

  (12) 

The user defined parameter k is dependent on the data. However, a relatively higher value 

of k could reduce isolated and, perhaps wrongly classified objects in the image; this 

would be at the expense of less distinct class boundaries. 

 

2.4 Texture analysis 
Texture and tone have a complex relation to each other, where tone is the different shades 

of grey and texture is defined by the spatial distribution of these shades (Haralick and 

Shanmuga 1973). Depending on image resolution, a pixel does not only describe the 

spectral tone, but a part of an object, which is represented by several pixels with varying 

grey tones. If an image has one or several isolated areas, with tones that range within a 

narrow interval that also is separable from its surroundings in feature space, a texture 

analysis could be meaningful. However, spatial resolution and the size of relatively 

homogenous areas could be crucial, since texture is derived from several pixels creating a 

pattern rather than a single point (Tso & Mather, 2009). 

A method to extract information about texture in images is the grey level co-occurrence 

matrix (GLCM), where the principal idea is that texture is outlined by the adjacency 

relationship between the various grey tones in the image. The matrix represents the 

frequency of grey tones occurring in a spatial relation to each other. These relationships 

can be considered in various directions, but most often at the angles of 0, 45, 90 and 135 

degrees. To minimize any scaling effect, the matrix is normalized to a value between 0 
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and 1. If the image has a homogenous pattern, with larger areas of cohesive grey tones, 

the matrix will have larger values along the diagonal. On the contrary, if the image is 

heterogeneous, with a non-uniform pattern, the GLCM would have larger values away 

from the diagonal. This spatial relationship information of grey tones from the image can 

then be used to derive texture by applying different equations (Tso & Mather, 2009). 

Haralick et al. (1973) suggested various methods to derive these texture features from the 

GLCM. Two of these techniques are entropy (Equation 13) and contrast (Equation 14), 

which also have been used in this thesis. Contrast represents the measure of difference 

between neighboring pixels gray tones. Entropy is a measure of disorder e.g. if the 

reflectance of pixels are randomly organized or are organized in a clustered way.  

Entropy texture measures have higher output values for homogenous areas, and lower for 

heterogeneous ones. Contrast, on the other hand, generates higher values in a 

heterogeneous area and lower in homogenous (Tso & Mather, 2009). 

 

  (13) 

 

  (14) 

 

Were P(i,j) is the entry in the normalized GLCM and Ng  the number of grey tones in the 

image. It has been shown in some studies that classification accuracy increases when 

including texture layers (Ouma, Tetuko and Tateishi 2008, Johansen et al. 2007). 
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2.5 Validation 
The validation of the classified images is based on the widely used error matrix. By 

collecting ground truth samples and comparing these with the classified image, an 

approximation of the validity of the classification is possible. From the error matrix, 

several different estimates can be derived e.g. overall accuracy, kappa analysis, user 

accuracy and producer accuracy (Congalton and Green 2009). 

The overall accuracy is based on the collected ground truth samples in comparison to the 

same location in the classified image. The user’s accuracy is an indication and a measure 

of the probability that a pixel in the classified map represents the same class in the real 

world. Producer’s accuracy, on the other hand, is an indication on how well training 

samples are classified for a given class (Lillesand et al. 2008). 

The kappa analysis is a discrete multivariate method, which enables statistical 

comparison between different classifications. In this analysis, a KHAT value (Equation 

15) and Z test (Equation 16) will be calculated. KHAT value (K) is an index that 

accommodates for the effects of chance agreement, i.e. it takes into account that some 

cases could be correctly classified purely by chance, and indicates the difference between 

the actual agreement in the error matrix and this chance agreement. If the KHAT value is 

significantly greater than zero, one can assume that the classification is better than a 

random classification (Congalton and Green 2009). 

  (15) 

 

The Z-test (Equation 16) for a single error matrix is a way of indicating the significance 

of that accuracy. If  , which is the confidence level of a two-tailed Z-test 

with an infinite number of degrees of freedom, the null hypothesis of KHAT being close 

to zero i.e. random classification, can be rejected. 

  (16)    

For the comparison between two error matrixes, one can use the KHAT value and the 

variance of the two matrixes to be tested to perform a Z-test (Equation 17). This test will 

tell if the matrixes are significantly different from each other.  If , one can 

reject the null hypothesis of the two error matrixes being equal  (Congalton and Green 

2009).  
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   (17) 

 

To test the individual class agreement, the conditional Kappa coefficient is calculated; 

this is done in the same fashion as for the common KHAT value but for each class 

(Congalton and Green 2009). 

 

3. Method 
 

3.1 Data and software 

The image used in this thesis was acquired by the SPOT-5 HRG instrument with three 

pan-sharpened bands, including green, red and NIR with spatial resolution of 2.5m. The 

image was acquired on the 4
th

 of august, 2012 (SPOT, 2015).   

For the object based approach, eCognition 9.0 was used. This software package supplies 

a method which can quickly extract geo-data from remotely sensed images by 

segmentation. eCognition consists of three different components; Developer, Architect 

and Server, which all can be used for different analysis tasks. For this purpose, the 

eCognition Developer is used, which is an environment for object based image analysis. 

ENVI 5.1 is a software package distributed by ITT Exelis, which combines advanced 

image processing technology with geospatial analysis for extracting meaningful 

information. This software is used for classifying the image with the SVM and MLC 

algorithms.   

Matlab, which is a numerical computing environment that allows matrix manipulation, 

plotting etc., was used for all the classification evaluations. For the visualization of the 

classified images, ArcGIS 10.2.2 was used.  

 

3.2 Training and evaluation samples  
For both training data and evaluation data, visual interpretation of high-spatial resolution 

images available in Google Earth was used. These images were acquired in July, 2013. 

Google Earth have been used in previous studies and appear to be a good source for 

sample collection (Dorais and Cardille 2011). 
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The training samples were distributed over the area by creating a shape file with 

randomly located points, the tool Create Random Points in ArcMap was used for this 

purpose. However, the training samples were not entirely randomly positioned in the 

shape file, but were conditioned by a constraint of not being too close to each other. As a 

second step, the shape file was converted to a KML file to be imported to Google Earth, 

and therein manually determining in which land cover class each point was located. 

Points that was located in areas that were hard to determine, were removed; if relatively 

close to an identifiable area, the points were moved to that location. To acquire larger 

training areas, each point was expanded to a circle with a 5m radius. 

The same method was used for the evaluation points. However, for this purpose, some of 

the points were relocated to make the distribution of points between classes more even. If 

a point was close to another class that had a lower number of points than the class it 

already belonged to, the point was moved to the class with a lower number of points.  

The collection of samples derived from Google Earth resulted in 146 training samples 

and 494 evaluation samples. The samples, for both training and validation, were 

distributed between the classes as evenly as possible (Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. The distribution of the training samples and the evaluation samples between the 

classes. In total, there were 146 training samples and 494 evaluation samples.  
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3.3 Texture analysis 
To obtain a representable texture layer, the moving window size is of considerable 

importance when calculating the texture. A moving window is an NxN pixel matrix 

which is a subset of the original image; this window moves over the image and calculates 

local values. Semivariance (Equation 18) is a method to approximate this size which is 

based on the relationship between pixels with a specific interval or lag along a given 

transect. More specifically, if the digital number of pixel i is z, and the lag is h, the 

relation to be studied is between z(i) & z(i+h). At a point in the lag interval, the semi-

variance curve starts to flatten out and this change in the curve represents the appropriate 

window size (Ouma et al. 2008).  

 (18) 

 

The choice of which texture derivations to use, e.g. entropy and contrast, was based on 

the training samples. By comparing mean and standard deviation of these samples, one 

can differentiate between the texture derivations. If the means are separable, and the 

standard deviation is low, the texture layer was chosen; this choice was based visually 

from a graph. Also, a test with the Jeffries-Matusita measure was performed to see 

differences in separability of different waveband and texture combinations (Richards and 

Jia 2006).  

The moving window size is derived from the semivariogram, in which the whole images 

were used, see figure 5.  

The semivariance increases with increasing pixel lag distance, and at about a 9 pixel lag, 

the curve begins to flatten out which indicates the appropriate window size. By a visual 

approximation, a window size of 9x9 pixels was chosen.  
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The choice of which texture measures to use was first based on studying mean and 

standard deviation for each class and for all texture measures calculated. If the mean of 

the classes was clearly separated, and had a low standard deviation, the texture was also 

tested with the Jeffries-Matusita test for separability to examine the separability further. 

The Jeffries-Matusita (JM) measure, with possible range of 0 to 2, indicates the 

separability of the four classes. When combining texture measures with the original 

image bands from the SPOT-5 HRG, this value increases (see Table 1), and thus, 

increases the separability between classes. The texture derivations that were chosen to be 

included in the classifications were contrast texture derived from the green and NIR band, 

and entropy texture derived from the red band.  

Table 1 presents the JM values for separability tests between the classes for the original 

three wavebands green, red and NIR, and also the test for separability between classes 

with the green, red, NIR, contrast texture of green and NIR, and entropy texture of red. 

The JM values are higher when the original image is combined with the three texture 

derivations i.e. texture increases separability. It is clear that Water is rather well separated 

from all other classes; however, Open Field and Scrubland are harder to differentiate 

from each other.  

Figure 5.  The semivariance, depending on the lag of pixels, for the three HR bands in the SPOT 

image. Green (Band 1), red (Band 2) and NIR (Band 3). 
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Table 1. The Jeffries-Matusita measure for separability between classes. The number ranges 
between 0 and 2. All values below a are calculated from the green, red and NIR band. All values 
below b are calculated with the green, red and NIR band, and also, the contrast texture for 
green and NIR, and entropy texture for the red band. 

Separability Open field Scrubland Water 

JM a b a b a b 

Forest 1.246 1.511 1.088 1.599 1.476 1.882 

Open field   0.554 0.914 1.261 1.949 

Scrubland     1.375 1.969 

 

 

For the moderate resolution image, the texture analysis was not done due to the test with 

semivariance and pixel lag showed that no appropriate moving window size was 

identifiable, and therefore, a texture analysis would be invalid. The original image with 

moderate spatial resolution with green, red and NIR bands was tested for separability, see 

Table 2. The highest separation is between Water and Scrubland; though, Forest can 

merely be separated from Open Field and Water. All JM values are considered to be low 

and the separability is not optimal.  

 

Table 2. The Jeffries-Matusita measure of separability between classes; for the medium spatial 
resolution (25m) image, with the green, red and NIR band. The number ranges between 0 and 2.  

Separability Open field Scrubland Water 

Forest 1.22 1.09 1.28 

Open field  0.64 1.09 

Scrubland   1.33 

 

 

3.4 Maximum likelihood classification 
For the maximum likelihood classification, the probability distribution for each class is 

assumed to be equal. No threshold is set for the degree of probability that a pixel belongs 

to a class (Duro, Franklin and Dube 2012). 
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3.5 Support vector machine classification 

3.5.1 Calibrating the SVM algorithm, C & gamma 

For calibration of the RBF-kernel, a k-fold cross validation and a grid search was applied. 

In the k-fold cross validation, the training samples were divided into six random subsets. 

Six classifications were made with different values of C and gamma for each subset.  The 

choice of interval for the grid searches was based on previous studies (Oomen et al. 2008, 

Huang et al. 2002). For each classification, a subset of training samples was left out and 

used as validation samples for the classified image; all six classifications left out different 

subsets.  

Using this approach when estimating the two parameters can be very time consuming and 

therefore a grid search is done within fixed intervals. Firstly, a coarser interval is applied, 

to estimate where it could be useful to apply a finer grid interval (Tso and Mather 2009, 

Hsu et al. 2003).By starting with a coarse grid search, it is easier to find a point to enclose 

the finer grid to search for suitable values, C and  were identified to be 5.33 and 4 

respectively with the coarse grid search. For the second, and finer grid search, these 

parameters were approximated to C being 9.6 and   7.2, with the highest overall 

accuracy at 60.6%, see Table 1.  

 

Table 3. The calibration of  and penalty parameter C, applying a k-fold cross validation and a 
grid search. The coarse grid search approximated the highest accuracy around parameter values 
of 4 and 5.33 respectively.   The fine grid search narrows down the parameters to 7.2 and 9.6 
respectively. 

Coarse grid search Fine grid search 

 C Over. Acc. %  C Over. Acc. % 

0 0.03 55.50 2 2.68 54.66 

4 5.33 62.68 2.4 3.20 47.69 

8 10.66 52.12 4.8 6.40 48.64 

12 15.98 52.30 7.2 9.60 60.60 
16 21.31 46.98 9.6 12.80 42.12 

20 32 41.03 10 13.32 57.32 
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3.6 Object based classification 

3.6.1 Scale parameter estimation 

The scale parameter estimation tool, developed by Dragut et al. (2010), segments an 

image at different scales. The number of different scales, i.e. start and stop scale, and the 

step size of this interval is user defined.  The scale interval was set to 1-200 with a step 

size of 2. These settings resulted in about 100 tested scale values.   

Figure 6 shows the scale parameter estimation and the ROC-LV curve. Where the ROC-

LV curve starts to flatten and vary within a relatively small range, this is where one can 

find the optimal scale parameter. For this study, the appropriate scale was derived 

visually, in Figure 6, the vertical lines points out three possible scale values. These scales 

are 47, 49 and 61; all three were tested by classification, but after evaluating the images 

visually, the scales 47 and 61, were ruled out due to a non-satisfactory result. And thus, 

the scale parameter was set to 49 for the classification in this thesis.  

 

Figure 6. The blue curve represents the ROC-LV curve, green LV and the three vertical orange lines 

represent three scales being 47, 49 and 61 respectively.  
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3.6.2 Shape and compactness parameters 

The parameters of shape and compactness were determined to be 0.5 and 0.9 

respectively. These values were used by Duro et al. (2012), who also classified land 

cover with SPOT-5 HRG.  

To test if these values would be appropriate both lower and higher values, in different 

combinations, of shape and compactness were tested. However, there was no significant 

change in the number of segments generated by altering the parameters. 

Figure 7 shows a subset of the segmented image with the previously mentioned 

parameter values. The image is segmented into 7478 different objects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. A subset of the resulting segmented image to the right and the original image to 

the left. The segmentation is done with scale parameter 49, 0.5 and 0.9 for shape and 

compactness respectively.  
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3.6.3 k-Nearest Neighbor classification 

The kNN method was used for classifying the segmented image. The number of 

neighbors to be considered (k), when assigning an object to a class, was determined to 3. 

This decision was based on a visual evaluation, when testing k values ranging from 1 to 

10. A k value above 5 was not suitable at all for the segmented image.  

 

3.7 Moderate spatial resolution 
The high spatial resolution image was resampled to 25m spatial resolution, i.e. ten times 

lower resolution which would be a rough comparison to the moderate resolution of 

Landsat images (30m spatial resolution). The resampling was done with a nearest 

neighbor approach, which assigns the pixel the value that is most often present in the 

neighboring pixels.   

The moderate spatial resolution images went through the same processing as the high 

resolution images. No object based classification was done due to pixel size i.e. the 

potential of this approach is significantly reduced with lower spatial resolution.  

A post-classification filter was applied to the MLC and SVM classifications to reduce 

isolated pixels. The filter applied was a majority filter with equal weights on the four 

closest pixels.  

 

3.8 Validation 
For the validation of the overall accuracy, the kappa coefficient and Z-value were 

calculated. For the Z-value, two probability thresholds are set. The first was P<0.12, 

which is lower than the common P<0.05. This extra threshold of P<0.12 is set to show 

those Z-values that do not reach the high significance value of P<0.05, but still indicates 

some significance at a lower value.  
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4. Results 

4.1. Subsets of classifications  

Figure 8 shows the MLC, SVM and OB-kNN classification results, produced using the 

three original bands; green, red and NIR. The MLC image is patchier than the two other 

classifications. Another visible difference is in the lower left corner in Figure 8.; the 

patch of Scrubland is almost not visible in the MLC and is not visible in the SVM. This is 

not an issue for the OB-kNN shown in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Subsets of the classified, high spatial resolution, images with green, red and NIR band. a) 

MLC b) SVM c) original SPOT image d) KNN. For the classified images, the colors represent: dark 

green-Forest, light green- Scrubland, yellow-Open Field and blue-Water. Scale 1:300. For full 

images see Appendix 1. 

 

 a)  b) 

 d)  c) 
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In Figure 9, a subset of classifications with MLC, SVM and OB-kNN, with the three 

original bands, green red and NIR, and contrast texture derived from green and NIR, and 

entropy texture is shown. It is visually obvious from Figure 9, that the Scrubland class is 

better distinguished in the pixel based classifications when including texture layers.  The 

OB-kNN classification with texture layers is also classifying the Scrubland class more 

correctly than without texture layers.  

 

 

 

 d) 

Figure 9. Subsets of the classified, high spatial resolution, images with green, red, NIR, contrast 

texture of green and NIR, and entropy texture of red. a) MLC b) SVM c) original SPOT image d) OB-

kNN. For the classified images, the colors represent: dark green-Forest, light green- Scrubland, 

yellow-Open Field and blue-Water. Scale 1:300. For full image view see Appendix 1. 

 c) 

 b)  a) 
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The subsets in Figure 10, show the MSR images, created by the resampling of the 

original image. The classification algorithms are MLC and SVM, and the figure also 

presents the classifications filtered by a majority filter 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Subsets of the classified MSR images with green, red and NIR band. a) MLC b) SVM 

c) filtered MLC d) filtered SVM e) original HSR SPOT image f) MSR SPOT image. For the 

classified images, the colors represent: dark green-Forest, light green- Scrubland, yellow-

Open Field and blue-Water. Scale 1:300. For full image view see Appendix 1. 
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4.2 The area percentage of each class 
Table 4 displays the total area of each class in the classified images as a percentage. The 

area percentage distribution is similar for most of the classes when comparing the 

algorithms, i.e. classifications done with green, red and NIR versus classifications done 

with green, red, NIR and three texture layers. Between the number of input data layers to 

the classification algorithm (columns a vs b), the difference is generally small.  

There are some classes that diverge from this tendency, and for which the extent of 

classes varies between classifications with and without texture. Scrubland, with SVM 

classification, increased by 2.9% but decreased in area by 2.7% with OB-kNN; and the 

Forest class increased by 3.6% for the OB-kNN when including texture.  

The difference between algorithms is however greater; there is a 4.5% difference between 

MLC and OB-kNN for Forest, and less than 2% for Open Field and Scrubland (texture 

included). 

The Water class in the two MLC classifications has a rather noteworthy high percentage 

in comparison to the other algorithms. The MLCs is around 2.5% but only around 0.5% 

for the two others. 

 

Table 4. Percent of each land cover class for classifications with MLC, SVM (HSR and MSR) and 
object based KNN (HSR). Column labeled a represent classifications with green, red and NIR 
band; and b, classifications with green, red, NIR, contrast texture of green and NIR, and entropy 
texture of red. Column labeled c represents the classification that has been filtered by a majority 
filter.  

(%) HSR MSR 

MLC SVM OB-kNN MLC SVM 

 a b a b a b a c a c 

Forest 78.3 79.6 85.5 83.4 80.5 84.1 80.2 84.8 84.3 86.4 

Open Field 14.6 14.1 13.1 12.1 12.9 12.2 12.7 11.4 15.0 13.2 

Scrubland 4.3 3.8 1.0 3.9 5.9 3.2 3.7 2.0 0.3 0.1 

Water 2.7 2.5 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 3.3 1.8 0.4 0.3 
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4.3 Overall accuracy 
Table 4 shows the overall classification accuracies for the HSR classifications. All six 

classifications range within an 8.5% interval, and it is apparent from the table that all 

classifications perform better than a total random classification (according to the Z-test 

with confidence level of P<0.05). For the non-texture classifications there is a 3% 

difference between pixel based SVM and OB-kNN. Furthermore, the overall accuracy is 

higher for all three algorithms when adding texture layers. However, this adds less 

accuracy to the OB-kNN, leading to only a small difference of 0.6% between this method 

and SVM 

 

Table 4. The overall accuracy (%), kappa coefficient (unitless), kappa variance (unitless), and Z 
value (unitless), for each error matrix of MLC, SVM and OB-kNN. All values below column a, are 
derived from classifications done with the green, red and NIR band. All values below column b, 
are derived from classifications done with the green, red and NIR band and the contrast texture 
for green and NIR, and entropy texture for the red band. 

 HSR 

Classification MLC SVM KNN 

 a b a b a b 

Overall accuracy 78.3 84.4 79.4 86.8 82.4 86.2 

Kappa coefficient  0.64 0.75 0.65 0.79 0.71 0.77 

Kappa variance 0.0014 0.0009 0.0016 0.0007 0.0011 0.0008 

Z-value 17.21 25.52 16.12 28.8 21.3 26.85 

 

Table 5 shows the overall accuracies for the MSR classifications. For both filtered and 

non-filtered images the accuracies are higher for both MLC and SVM post-filtering, but 

the largest increase is between the MLC classifications, the difference between these two 

is 4.9%.  

Table 5. The overall accuracy (%), kappa coefficient (unitless), kappa variance (unitless) and Z 
value (unitless), for each error matrix of MLC and SVM classifications, with the moderate spatial 
resolution of 25m. All classifications are done with the green, red and NIR band. Values below a 
represents unfiltered classifications, and b represents classifications filtered by a majority filter. 

 MSR 

Classification MLC SVM 

 a b a b 

Overall accuracy 74.9 79.8 76.7 77.7 

Kappa coefficient  0.59 0.65 0.60 0.61 

Kappa variance 0.0017 0.0015 0.0019 0.0018 

Z value 14.36 17.00 13.81 14.35 
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Table 6 shows user and producer accuracies for classified HSR images with green, red 

and NIR band. Generally, Scrubland has a low accuracy for both user and producer 

accuracy. Except for Scrubland, the OB-kNN has an overall high user and producer 

accuracy for all the classes. 

Table 6. The user and producer accuracy, %, for individual classes of the three classification 
algorithms, MLC, SVM and OB-KNN, with the HSR green, red and NIR wavebands.   

 HSR 

 MLC SVM KNN 

% User Producer User Producer User Producer 

Forest 77.8 92.7 73.4 98.8 81.1 97.9 

Open field 90.3 68.7 93.9 66.3 94.4 73.0 

Scrubland 45.9 30.9 70.6 21.8 50.0 34.5 

Water 75 100 93.5 96.7 84.8 93.3 

 

Classifications done with the HSR original SPOT bands and texture layers, both the user 

and producer accuracy are lower for Scrubland than all other classes, for all 

classifications, see Table 7. However, the OB-kNN has slightly higher user accuracy in 

most classes, except for Forest where the results appear to be reversed, and the MLC has 

the higher accuracy. The producer accuracy however, does not follow the same pattern. 

Forest has very high producer accuracy in comparison to Open Field and Scrubland. 

Water on the other hand, has 100% producer accuracy in both MLC and SVM, and 

around 73% in OB-kNN. 

Table 7. The user and producer accuracy (%) for the three classification algorithms, MLC, SVM 
and OB-kNN, with the HSR green, red and NIR wavebands and contrast texture derived from 
green and NIR, and entropy texture derived from the red waveband. 

 HSR 

 MLC SVM OB-kNN 

% User Producer User Producer User Producer 

Forest 87.6 95.1 87.1 98.4 84.2 100 

Open field 90.1 72.4 95.2 73.6 97.6 75.46 

Scrubland 58.3 63.6 63.8 67.3 66.0 63.6 

Water 83.3 100 93.8 100 95.7 73.3 

 

Table 8 shows the user and producer accuracy as a percentage for the classified images 

with MSR. These classifications are done with the original bands with the MLC and 

SVM algorithm. The producer accuracy of Scrubland is very low for both MLC and 

SVM and is even lower when filtering the classified image with a majority filter.  
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Table 8. The user and producer accuracy (%) for the MLC and SVM classifications with the green, 
red and NIR wavebands, MSR. Both for the non-filtered images and filtered by a majority filter. 

 MSR 

 MLC SVM 

 Non-filtered Filtered Non-filtered Filtered 

% User Producer User Producer User Producer User Producer 

Forest 75.3 91.9 75.4 99.6 73.3 95.9 74.3 100 

Openfield 89.4 61.9 94.8 66.9 82.9 71.8 85.0 73.0 

Scrubland 38.9 25.5 56.5 23.6 71.4 9.1 66.7 3.6 

Water 65.9 96.7 87.1 90 87.5 70 85.0 56.6 

 

 

Table 9 shows the number of evaluation samples that are misclassified, also how each 

class from the classified image is distributed among the evaluation samples. Below the 

subtitle GrTr (ground truth) is shown which evaluation class the samples from the 

classification correspond. Neither the Open Field nor Scrubland class agrees well with 

the evaluation samples. Samples that should have been classified as Open Field have 

been distributed within Forest and Scrubland, and samples that should have been 

Scrubland are generally classified as Forest. However, misclassification is reduced in 

classifications including texture analysis.  

Classified samples (pixels) that correspond to the same location as the evaluation samples 

do not always agree with the correct class within the evaluation samples. Table 9, in 

column “Class”, shows that areas classified as Scrubland are not that well classified; 

many of these classified samples have other corresponding evaluation classes, in most 

cases Open Field. Forest, Open Field and Water are, however, fairly well classified 

compared to the evaluation samples. 
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Table 9. The table is firstly divided depending on classification algorithm; MLC, SVM and OB-
kNN, further, which data included in the classification i.e. a) represents classifications done with 
green, red and NIR band, and b) represents classifications with green, red, NIR, contrast texture 
of green and NIR, and entropy texture derived from the red band. The next subcolumn is 
GrTr/Class; where GrTr columns represent how the evaluation samples (Ground Truth) have 
been classified, and the Class columns represent the distribution of each classified class within 
the valuation samples.  

 MLC SVM kNN 

a) b) a) b) a) b) 

GrTr Class GrTr Class GrTr Class GrTr Class GrTr Class GrTr Class 

 Forest Forest Forest 

Forest 228 228 234 234 243 243 242 242 241 241 246 246 

OpenField 9 32 5 23 3 49 1 24 0 27 0 22 

Scrubland 6 33 4 10 0 38 3 12 5 29 0 16 

Water 3 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 

 Open Field Open Field Open Field 

Forest 32 9 23 5 49 3 24 1 27 0 22 0 

OpenField 12 12 118 118 108 108 120 120 119 119 123 123 

Scrubland 14 3 21 8 5 4 18 5 13 6 18 3 

Water 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 4 1 0 0 

 Scrubland Scrubland Scrubland 

Forest 33 6 10 4 38 0 12 3 29 5 16 0 

OpenField 3 14 8 21 4 5 5 18 6 13 3 18 

Scrubland 17 17 35 35 12 12 37 37 19 19 35 35 

Water 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 

 Water Water Water 

Forest 0 3 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 

OpenField 0 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 4 0 0 

Scrubland 0 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 

Water 30 30 30 30 29 29 30 30 28 28 22 22 
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4.4 Z-test between error matrices 
According to the Z-test in Table 10, none of the error matrices significantly differ from 

each other when comparing the algorithms. However, comparing the matrices of the same 

algorithm, but with and without texture, a significant difference is evident for MLC and 

SVM.  

Table 10. Z-test between the kappa values derived from the error matrices (see Appendix). a) P-
values for classifications done with green, red and NIR bands. b) P-values for classifications done 
with green, red, NIR, contrast texture of green and NIR, and entropy texture of red, and c) test 
between classifications with original band and texture derivations (as in b)) .  

 a) b) c) 

 MLC SVM kNN MLC SVM kNN  

MLC  - P<0.12  - - P<0.05 

SVM   P<0.12   - P<0.05 

KNN       P<0.12 

 

The Z-test results in Table 11, analyses the differences in agreement between classes for 

the classifications, with only the Forest and Water class being significantly different from 

each other.  

Table 11. Z-test results between individual class agreements for classification with green, red, 
NIR, contrast texture of green and NIR, and entropy texture of red. 

 High Moderate 

Z-test MLC vs SVM KNN vs MLC SVM vs KNN MLC vs SVM 

Forest P<0.05 P<0.05 P<0.05 P<0.05 

Open Field NS NS NS P<0.12 

Scrubland NS NS NS P<0.12 

Water - P<0.05 P<0.05 P<0.05 
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5. Discussion 
When using only the three original image bands as input to the classification algorithm, 

SVM and OB-kNN were superior to MLC, with an overall accuracy of 79.4%, 82.4% and 

78.3% for the SVM, OB-kNN and MLC respectively.  Expanding the original feature 

space with three texture layers, increases the overall accuracy and kappa value for all 

three classification algorithms. Also when including texture layers, the SVM and OB-

kNN performs better than the MLC, with overall accuracies of 86.8%, 86.2% and 84.4% 

for SVM, OB-kNN and MLC respectively. 

This study of classification methods has given results that both correspond to previous 

studies and also some results that show the opposite. Most studies show that the 

parametric MLC is insufficient when using high spatial resolution images and that it 

generate noisy classified images with single or patches of pixels scattered throughout the 

image.  

In this study, some of the results are similar to what previous studies concluded, where 

e.g. the SVM often outperform the MLC algorithm (Huang et al. 2002, Oommen et al. 

2008, Sanchez-Hernandez, Boyd and Foody 2007). The studies provide various reasons 

to explain this superior behavior of SVM, e.g. according to Huang et al. (2002), this is 

due to its ability to find the optimal separating hyperplane, and according to Sanchez-

Hernandez et al. (2007), the reason is that less training samples are needed for good 

results than for the MLC approach.  

For high spatial resolution images, the object based classifications often outperform the 

pixel based ones (Rittl et al. 2013, Platt and Rapoza 2008, Rahman and Saha 2008, Duro 

et al. 2012). However, this is not the case in this study, where there is no significant 

difference between the best performing pixel based method and the object based method. 

Jebur et al. (2014), who also used SPOT-5 data for land cover mapping, concluded that 

the pixel based approach was outperformed by the object based one when using the 

original image bands.  

 

5.1 Accuracy assessments 

5.1.1 High Spatial Resolution (HSR) 

The HSR classified images’ overall accuracies vary within the narrow interval of 4% for 

classifications with the original bands; and only within 2%, when including the three 

texture layers. The overall accuracy and kappa coefficient for all three classification 

algorithms with the high HSR data, increases when including the texture derivations of 

entropy and contrast to the original wavebands. However, from a visual interpretation of 
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the classified images, and of all three algorithms, it is clear that the classification methods 

produce results that differ to a great extent. 

According to Foody (2002), the overall accuracy for a classified image should be at least 

85% to be accepted as valid. The pixel based SVM and the OB-kNN with texture 

derivations, both have an overall accuracy above this acceptable level, 86.8% and 86.2% 

respectively. The MLC with texture derivations, has an 84.4% overall accuracy, and thus, 

does not meet this threshold; neither do any of the classified images that did not include 

texture layers which had overall accuracies of 78.3%, 79.4% and 82.4% for MLC, SVM 

and OB-kNN respectively.  

Even though the classifications without texture layers did not meet the threshold of 85% 

there is a significant difference between the object based and the two pixel based 

algorithms (P<0.12), indicating that the object based method is superior. The reason for 

this could be due to both texture analysis and the fact that the object based segmentation 

considers spatial information from neighboring pixels. When comparing the three non-

texture classifications, this is seen when the OB-kNN is performing significantly better 

than the MLC and SVM without any spatial information (Li et al. 2014). 

5.1.2 Moderate Spatial Resolution (MSR) 

None of the classified images of MLC and SVM with MSR, meet the overall accuracy 

threshold of 85% (Foody 2002). The overall accuracy and kappa coefficient increased 

when filtering the classification with a majority filter, where the overall accuracy 

increased by 4.9% for MLC and 1% for SVM. This difference of increasing overall 

accuracy between the two classifications could be a function of the more speckled pre-

filter image for the MLC than SVM; e.g. a higher number of isolated pixels in the MLC 

image that are reduced by filtering.  

5.1.3 Misclassified samples 

Misclassified samples are most noticeable in the Scrubland and Open Field classes, many 

of the evaluation samples do not correspond to the same class in the classified images. 

Misclassified samples often correlate with the boundaries of classes but none of this 

information is provided in the error matrix. Therefore, the method of selecting evaluation 

samples is of great importance to the error matrix (Foody 2002, Foody 2005). 

The standard approach to accuracy assessment (Congalton and Green 2009), which is 

comparing samples of ground truth with spatially corresponding samples from the 

classified image, has some limitations, e.g. the spatial distribution of misclassified 

samples. It is important to note which class the misclassified sample actually belongs to, 

as the spatial distribution of errors in the image is of great importance and should be 

investigated further.  Leibovici (2009), developed a method to describe the spatial 

entropy, which could be considered as a measure of disorder, and this measure could 
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explain patterns of misclassified samples. Leibovici (2009), used the distribution of 

multiple co-occurrences and the spatial entropy of the classification errors that describe 

the errors spatially. This is, however, not done in this study, but could be an extension to 

the error matrix in future studies. 

 

5.2 Area percentage of each class and visual interpretation 

5.2.1 High Spatial Resolution (HSR) 

It is clear that the Water class has been assigned to far more pixels in the MLC 

classifications, both with and without texture layers. When visually observing both of the 

MLC classifications, the Water class is relatively evenly distributed in patches of 

approximately 7x7 pixels over the entire image. Comparing these patches to the original 

SPOT image, the reason seems to be shadows and deciduous trees being leafless, i.e. the 

MLC algorithm cannot differentiate between these spectral signals properly. This could 

be due to the assumption of normal distribution of each class, and the training samples of 

Water are not normally distributed. This issue for the Water class only pertains to the 

MLC classifications.  

The Scrubland class in the images, classified with only original bands by MLC and SVM, 

is speckled and evenly distributed in patches over the images, and in the OB-kNN image 

there are whole segments assigned to Scrubland, also scattered throughout the image. For 

all three algorithms, this issue of patchiness is reduced by including texture layers. 

Furthermore, the areas with Scrubland are better defined with texture derivations, and this 

increase in differentiation between vegetation classes has also been seen in other studies 

(Johansen et al. 2007, Kayitakire, Hamel and Defourny 2006, Ouma et al. 2008).  

There is an important visual difference between the MLC and SVM algorithms when 

including texture layers; in the MLC image, both the classes of Open Field and Scrubland 

are distributed in patches. However, the SVM algorithm does not have this problem to the 

same extent. When only applying the original bands with the SVM algorithm, very few 

pixels are assigned to Scrubland; by including texture derivations this class increases 

from only covering 1% to almost 4% of the image.  

5.2.2 Moderate Spatial Resolution (MSR) 

In the classified images with MSR, the Scrubland class is poorly distinguished, especially 

in the SVM classification. This is an issue for both high and moderate spatial resolutions, 

which could indicate that it is difficult for the algorithm to discriminate between some of 

the classes when only using the original bands as input, since this problem is reduced 

with texture layers in HSR images. The filter applied to MLC and SVM, at MSR, seems 

to reduce the speckled pattern. However, this seems to come at the cost of accurately 
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representing the Scrubland class, which is severely reduced when applying the majority 

filter.   

 

5.3 Texture analysis 
From this study, it is apparent that a texture analysis increases the separation between 

classes in the feature space; especially between vegetation classes, where the Scrubland 

class is better distinguished for all algorithms with texture layers. This could indicate that 

even with HSR data it is hard to discriminate between vegetation classes when using a 

pixel based method (Johansen et al. 2007). 

According to previous studies when using contextual information applied in pixel based 

classifications outperformed object based methods, that pixel based method with 

contextual information showed higher flexibility in predicting different sized objects than 

e.g. segmentation (Cai and Liu 2013).  

Also, the question of how to collect training samples i.e. should a sample be collected 

representing the center of an object or close to the border (due to within-class spectral 

variability), can be reduced by including spatial information such as texture (Pacifici, 

Chini and Emery 2009). 

 

5.4 Estimation of scale 
Previous studies have concluded that for HSR images, the object based classification 

outperform the pixel based methods (Rittl et al. 2013). The merging of pixels into objects 

has proven to be efficient, especially for high and very high spatial resolution images; 

this is highly dependent on the estimation of the scale parameter that determines the size 

and number of objects. Some of the previous studies have done segmentation on multiple 

levels (Benz et al. 2004), and received high overall accuracies and kappa coefficients. In 

this thesis, only one level of segmentation is used. The accuracy assessment for the OB-

kNN in this thesis, resulted in a valid thematic map with an overall accuracy above 85% 

(Foody 2002), but it did not exceed the overall accuracy of the pixel based SVM, as was 

the case in some other studies. Due to the importance of the scale parameter in 

segmentation, one can assume that this parameter could have been better estimated. Also, 

the appropriate scale chosen in this thesis is partly subjective when deriving the value 

visually from a graph.  

However, very recently an automated parameterization was developed for segmenting 

multiple layers, which would generate a segmented image in multiple layers. Using this 

method would result in an objective scale determination (Dragut et al. 2014).  
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5.5 SVM parameter estimation  
The SVM algorithm with an RBF kernel has two user-defined variables, gamma and 

Penalty parameter C. The algorithm is according to Kavzoglu and Colkesen (2009), very 

sensitive to these parameters. The cross validation and grid search method could be seen 

as a rather rough parameter estimation method; a less subjective and more precise method 

would be preferable. However, the fact that the RBF kernel only has two parameters 

makes it less sensitive than e.g. a polynomial that has three parameters. Finding an 

objective means to determine which kernel to use and how to calibrate parameters 

correctly and efficiently is a non-trivial task (Kavzoglu and Colkesen 2009, Oommen et 

al. 2008).  

 

5.6 Computational time 
The computation of the pixel based SVM algorithm, with HSR, was rather time 

consuming in ENVI, and using MLC was only slightly faster. The multi-resolution 

segmentation process and the classification of the segments in eCognition, was fairly fast 

in comparison to the pixel based approaches in ENVI. However, running the scale 

estimation algorithm was also rather time consuming. By reducing the spatial resolution 

by a factor of 10, one MSR pixel contained 100 HSR pixels and this definitely decreased 

the computational time. According to the results of this study, this gain was at the cost of 

accuracy. 

5.7 Google Earth as ground truth  
The method of acquiring and selecting both training and evaluation sample is of great 

importance in the error matrix  (Foody 2002). Using Google Earth as a source, and its 

high resolution images for sampling both training and evaluation samples, seems to be an 

adequate method, which has also been shown in previous studies (Dorais and Cardille 

2011). Creating a random point layer can cause biases if points are moved to more 

satisfying locations.  However, using Google Earth as a source for ground truth sampling 

also generates lower costs and can be useful in studies with financial limitations. 

However, there are also limitations with this approach, as the Earth’s entire surface is not 

covered with sufficiently HSR images in Google Earth.  

However, the traditional concept of collecting training samples is to collect samples 

where the class seems most representative, i.e. where the spectral signal is as true as 

possible to the class it is to represent. However, it could be argued that due to the higher 

spatial resolution, the within-class spectral variability increases (Pacifici et al. 2009), and 

according to Foody and Mathur (2006), training samples should be collected differently 

depending on classifier. They argued that at least for training samples to be applied in an 
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SVM classifier, that samples should be collected where pixels are spectrally mixed, i.e. 

close to borders between classes.  

 

5.8 25m resolution (MSR) 
The lowering of resolution did not generate results similar to those from HSR classified 

images. The MSR classifications produced by both MLC and SVM, performed 

significantly more poorly than all HSR classifications. This has also been shown in 

studies by Yang et al. (2011), although, they were more specific in their classification 

classes than in this study. Kavzoglu and Colkesen (2009) found that the SVM with RBF 

kernel is better than MLC for 30m spatial resolution images, which is also confirmed by 

this study. However, there is not any significant difference, and with the majority filter, 

the MLC performs better than the SVM.  

The nearest neighbor resampling method may not be the best choice; the image should 

perhaps have been resampled with cubic convolution due to its better ability to handle 

continuous data. Nearest neighbor method is better suited for categorical data.  

6. Conclusion 
Of all three classification algorithms, SVM, MLC and the OB-kNN, only two had an 

overall accuracy of 85%. Both of these two classified images was classified with the 

green, red and NIR band, with contrast texture derived from the green and NIR band, and 

entropy texture derived from the red band. Texture analyses with the co-occurrence 

GLCM separated the classes further in feature space, as compared to when only using the 

original green, red and NIR bands.  

For classified images without texture derivation i.e. only green, red and NIR band, the 

overall accuracy was below the 85% threshold. However, there was a significant 

difference between the two pixel based and object based classifications. This is probably 

due to the fact that the object based approach considers the spatial information in the 

segmentation process; this is not considered in any of the pixel based approaches when 

not including texture derivations. The lowering of the resolution of the original SPOT-5 

image did not give a satisfying result; this leads to the conclusion that high spatial 

resolution is appropriate for this purpose.  

When considering which classifier that is the most appropriate for this area and spatial 

resolution, the object based is the best suited approach. This decision is based on 1) the 

parameter estimation is less subjective compared to the SVM parameter estimation, 2) 

computational time is relatively lower, and 3) the classes in the image are more cohesive, 

and thus the need for post-classification filtering is lower.  
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8. Appendix 
 

8.1 Error matrix  
 

High Spatial Resolution, 2.5m 

 

Maximum likelihood classificaton 

 

Table 12. The error matrix of MLC classification with green, red and NIR band; including user and 
producer accuracy. 

HSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 228 9 6 3 246 77.8 92.7 

OpenField 32 12 14 5 163 90.3 68.7 

Scrubland 33 3 17 2 55 45.9 30.9 

Water 0 0 0 30 30 75 100 

Total 293 124 37 40 494  

 

 

Table 13. The error matrix of MLC classification with green, red and NIR band, and contrast 
texture derivation of green and NIR band, and entropy texture derived from the red band; 
including user and producer accuracy. 

HSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 234 5 4 3 246 87.6 95.1 

OpenField 23 118 21 1 163 90.1 72.4 

Scrubland 10 8 35 2 55 58.3 63.6 

Water 0 0 0 30 30 83.3 100 

Total 267 131 60 36 494  
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Support vector machine 

 

Table 14. The error matrix of SVM classification with green, red and NIR band; including user 
and producer accuracy. 

HSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 243 3 0 0 246 73.4 98.8 

OpenField 49 108 5 1 163 93.9 66.3 

Scrubland 38 4 12 1 55 70.6 21.8 

Water 1 0 0 29 30 93.5 96.7 

Total 331 115 17 31 494  

 

 

Table 15. The error matrix of SVM classification with green, red and NIR band, and contrast 
texture derivation of green and NIR band, and entropy texture derived from the red band; 
including user and producer accuracy. 

HSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 242 1 3 0 246 87.1 98.4 

OpenField 24 120 18 1 163 95.2 73.6 

Scrubland 12 5 37 1 55 63.8 67.3 

Water 0 0 0 30 30 93.8 100 

Total 278 126 58 32 494  
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Object based k-nearest neighbor 

 

Table 16. The error matrix of MLC classification with green, red and NIR band; including user and 
producer accuracy. 

HSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 241 0 5 0 246 81.1 97.9 

OpenField 27 119 13 4 163 94.4 73.0 

Scrubland 29 6 19 1 55 50.0 34.5 

Water 0 1 1 28 30 84.8 93.3 

Total 297 126 38 33 494  

 

Table 17. The error matrix of MLC classification with green, red and NIR band, and contrast 
texture derivation of green and NIR band, and entropy texture derived from the red band; 
including user and producer accuracy. 

HSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 246 0 0 0 246 84.2 100 

OpenField 22 123 18 0 163 97.6 75.46 

Scrubland 16 3 35 1 55 66.0 63.6 

Water 8 0 0 22 30 95.7 73.3 

Total 292 126 53 23 494  
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Moderate Spatial Resolution, 25m 

 

Maximum likelihood 

Table 18. The error matrix of MLC classification with green, red and NIR band; including user and 
producer accuracy. 

MSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 226 8 7 5 246 75.3 91.9 

OpenField 40 101 15 7 163 89.4 61.9 

Scrubland 34 4 14 3 55 38.9 25.5 

Water 0 0 1 29 30 65.9 96.7 

Total 300 113 37 44 494  

 

 

Support vector machine 

Table 19. The error matrix of MLC classification with green, red and NIR band; including user and 
producer accuracy. 

MSR Classified data Accuracy (%) 

 
Ground 

truth 
data 

 Forest Openfield Scrubland Water Total User Prod. 

Forest 236 10 0 0 246 73.3 95.9 

OpenField 43 117 2 1 163 82.9 71.8 

Scrubland 36 12 5 2 55 71.4 9.1 

Water 7 2 0 21 30 87.5 70 

Total 322 141 7 24 494  
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8.2 Maps, full extent 
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8.3 Location 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11. Site location.  
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